Leadership is the most evergreen of business topics, yet it remains fiendishly difficult to master. Year after year, an array of authors do their part to keep the subject fresh, bring their varied perspectives to the task. The new edition brings the book's language and examples up to date but retains the central principles of the original, such as the maxim that leadership is influence and Maxwell's five levels of leadership (from the lowest level, 'People follow [you] because they have to' to the highest, 'People follow [you] because of who you are and what you represent').

Read our leadership books and gain new insights into what makes today's modern manager. What are good leadership styles and which qualities does a great leader need? Read our leadership books and gain new insights into what makes today's modern manager. Are you looking for the best leadership books? Look no further, this is a collection of the best ones from a social scientist who has read them all. If any new best leadership book comes through, I will update this page. Last note: albeit it's called "best leadership books", I also consider any other source of information such as video, courses, or podcasts. Done with the talking now, let's start: And here is the current top 12 Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for The Drama of Leadership by Robert J. Starratt (1993, Hardcover) at the best online prices at eBay! Free shipping for many products! Based on a framework divided into building blocks, various concepts of leadership such as values, change, power and structure are explained and analyzed, and ways of incorporating them into school management are addressed. He presents a picture of leadership as a variety of disciplines - history, philosophy, psychology, politics, sociology, theology - amongst others, and with the idea that the student of leadership must be one of change; This text is primarily intended for headmasters, education managers and administrators, students and lecturers in education and philosophers of education. The Drama Of Leadership book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. Robert Starratt, a teacher of people in leadership positions, presents the foundations for the theory of leadership. Based on a framework divided into building blocks, various concepts of leadership such as values, change, power and structure are explained and analyzed, and ways of incorporating them into school management are addressed.